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Technical requirements 
The Kif-Kif Sisters  

Jam Side Up 
If one of these requirements could not be completed, please contact us. We will be pleased to see if we can 
adapt the show to your needs. 

CONTACT : Françoise Lépine, 1-418-554-1778 (in Canada), info@kif-kif.ca 

DURATION : 40 minutes 
PUBLIC : All audiences. Content adaptations are made for children’s shows. 
LANGUAGE : French, English, Spanish, Italian or Mute. (The show is mostly visual). 

PERFORMANCE SPACE 
Ideal dimensions: 7,2m x 5.5m, with a ceiling height of 3.5m. (23,5’ x 19’ x 11,5’) 
Minimum dimensions: 5m  x 3,7m, with 2.3m of height. (16’ x 12’ x 7,5’) 
The show is suited for outdoor or indoor performance. 
Ground: Dry, flat and level. Grass is ok. No gravel. 
Ideally, the public will not face the sun on daytime. 
The experience will be much better if the ambiant noise is reduced (ambiant music, fan, etc.). 

SOUND 
We use our own wireless headset microphones and iPod. 
If sound system is provided by the event, we need two XLR or 1/4 inputs for our microphones, and a DI Box 
near the performance area for our iPod (1/8).  

ELECTRICAL POWER : 
We use two electrical outlets connected to two different circuits (we use an electric power of 1600W). If sound 
system is provided by the event, we also use one outlet near the DI Box, for the iPod. In case power is not 
available, please contact us. 

LIGHT 
-Outdoor venues : Sufficient light at night. 

SCHEDULE 
- This schedule may be flexible, please contact us for arrangements.  
- Set-up: 40 minutes. (If we provide the sound system, the set-up is 90 minutes). 
- Wrap-up: 40 minutes. 
- Artist’s arrival: 2 hours prior to performance. 

DRESSING ROOM 
A space with table, closed to public access, accessible two hours before the show. For ecological reasons, we 
don’t ask for water bottles when we have access to tap water. 

TRANSPORTATION 
The material fits tightly in a sedan car, with the 2 artists and driver. 

NOTE 
Feathers will be thrown during the performance (about a tenth of a pillow, biodegradable, fairly easy to pick-up). 
If that poses a problem, contact us. 

SUGGESTIONS , ECO- FRIENDLY PRACTICES 
🌱  Greenroom: We appreciate your eco-friendly practices. For example: water dispenser, bulk and 
vegetarian snacks, refrigerated products kept in the fridge rather than on the table, reusable dishes and 
condiments available in the cupboards, heating and lighting turned off at arrival. Non-toxic cleaners and 
recycled toilet paper. 
🌱  Waste: Access to recycling and compost containers in dressing rooms and backstage. 

🌱  Accommodation (if applicable): Near the venue. We appreciate homestay accommodation or personal 
apartment loan, it is more ecological than hotels.


